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No app list would be complete without Monster Hunter. The game is
known for being one of the longest running games to be on the App
Store and has had a lot of updates to ensure it looks good and serves
as a fantastic app for the iPad. Similar to the game titles mentioned,
Monster Hunter lets you craft the perfect weapon for an onslaught.
Hunting beasts is what the game is all about. Monster Hunter is what
im talking about folks. Its a great offline app that you can play without
an Internet connection and even pair up with a friend to play in local
or multiplayer co-op. The game has you play a hunter which travels
across the world to hunt ferocious beasts. You need to discover their
scent, train a team of hunters, and fight back with the best weapon
for the job. Pair that up with beautiful graphics and you have a feast
for the eyes. Just be sure to have a Monster Hunter-passionated
people around to play against so you dont starve out. Price: $0.99 Get
Monster Hunter 9. Monument Valley 2 Monument Valley has a
magnificent 2D puzzle game that is a cross between Monument Valley
and Snipperclips, which are equally phenomenal puzzle games on the
App Store. In Monument Valley 2, you have been tasked to build a
castle for your friend to live in but its not that easy. This offline game
is a spot-the-difference puzzle game with gorgeous graphics and
animation. Not to mention, its filled with surreal puzzles that can
puzzle anyone. So in your own words, this puzzle game is a must-
have. Price: $4.99 Get Monument Valley 2
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A great puzzle game with great puzzles. This puzzle game has taken
popular puzzle game Tetris, simplified it, and then strung more

puzzles together to form a great adventure game. Im not talking
about just yet another development in which you cant even see whats

going on. To see it all unfold in front of you, and to puzzle out what
makes these puzzles tick, Shelter 2 is the game to go for. We still love
Tetris, but this more complex puzzle game is certainly playable offline

on iPad. This is a timeless classic puzzle game, and is one that we
cant get enough of. Its simple gameplay lets us be immersed in the
puzzle without thinking about the rules, and because its made in the
pixel style, you dont need to have much knowledge of traditional pen

and paper Sudoku games. Check it out. Price: Free (Offers In-App
Purchases) Nostalgia is a huge factor in gaming. The Tribe continues
with the simplistic game concept of sliding left or right on the screen
and jumping using 2 buttons. This platforming game is reminiscent of
games played on old consoles. Players can travel between four worlds

of one tribe where the challenges increase as they progress in the
game. Players must also face off against various foes. The game also

offers a slew of challenges to test the players skills. It has enough
variety to accommodate players of all ages. Price: Free (Offers In-App
Purchases) Im proud to present Raid Overload as a free game on the

App Store. Raid Overload is a turn based strategy game. Players
guide one fighter at a time through a war zone to reach their

objectives. Players are given objectives to achieve while having to
work with allies to attain them. You must figure out how to beat the

other players and complete the game by surviving the alien
onslaught. It is a strategy game where players are pitted against each

other in a battle to the death. Price: Free Get Raid Overload 26.
Marvel Pinball Free Offline Developed by the well-known Marvel game

studio, Marvel is known for its fun games. Marvel Pinball has
continued this tradition with its release on the App Store. The game
features an easy to use interface and a host of features including a
leaderboard, gallery mode, and single player modes such as Time

Attack and Spiderman mode. If youre looking for a challenge, Marvel
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Pinball is a definite must have. Price: Free Get Marvel Pinball Online
Free 1 of 2: Create a vortex 3. Cut the Rope Free Offline A very

addictive game but not many know that there are offline versions of
this game. Cut the Rope Free has an easy interface and gameplay

where you guide the mice called (Ariel and Percival) to reach a skull-
shaped ball so that they may ultimately win. Ariel and Percival must
collect candy and avoid the many traps along the way. The game is
fast paced and offers player a bunch of puzzles in order to complete
all modes and achieve everything they set out to achieve. If youre
looking for a classic puzzle, try out Cut the Rope Free offline. Price:

Free Get Cut the Rope Free 5ec8ef588b
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